
Public Launch 

2014
On May 2, 2014, six groups — Quinte Health, PECMH Foundation,
PECMH Auxiliary, Prince Edward Family Health Team, The South East
LHIN and the municipality — came together to launch efforts to build a
new PECMH.  The partners knew it would be a long road to ‘shovels in
the ground’.   The initial planning work was supported by the
Foundation and Auxiliary. 

10 years - Partnership & Perseverance

First major step toward building a new PECMH   

2017The Pre-Capital Submission was completed in 2015, and submitted to
the Ministry of Health.  In January 2017, the Ministry of Health and Long
Term Care approves the Pre-Capital Submission, and gives the ‘green
light’ to move to Stage 1 of 5, which includes evaluating site options
and a space plan.   

Stage 1 approval and planning grant for Stage 2

2018It was standing room only when then Minister of Health visited PECMH
in February 2018 to announce a grant from the province to help plan
for the redevelopment and the province’s approval of Stage 1.  He was
welcomed by a large group of community supporters, including MPP
Todd Smith.  

2020
Not even a global pandemic can stop us 
In June 2020, MPP Todd Smith joined partners outside at PECMH,
along with about 100 virtual attendees over Zoom, to announce the
approval of Stage 2.  This allowed our team to proceed to Stage 3 of 5 -
detailed planning and design work for the new hospital.  “This is a big
step today and is the point of no return,” said Smith. “The hospital will
be built.”



2020
Premier Ford announces funding for planning & design

In October 2020,  MPP Todd Smith joined partners
once again outside at PECMH, along with Premier
Doug Ford and Minister of Health Christine Elliott.  
Ford announced his government is investing an
additional $8.7 million to support the planning and
design of the new hospital. 

In April 2022,  the province announced the approval
for Stage 3, giving permission to move to Stage 4 of
the process, the last step before shovels go in the
ground. This approval included plans for a CT scanner
in the new hospital design - a first for PECMH. 

2022

2023

Procure process begins 
In March 2023, the Request for Qualifications (RFQ)
was issued. In August, the shortlisted companies were
announced. In November, Infrastructure Ontario (IO)
and Quinte Health invited prequalified companies to
submit a bid - releasing the Request for Proposals
(RFP).  

In April of this year, the RFP process closed.  Over the
next few months, submissions will be evaluated. The
construction contract is expected to be awarded this
summer with construction to begin shortly after.  
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